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Poe

INTRODUCTION: Slowly going down the hallway, in a dizzying turn. The Camera Pans over 
objects in the room in a bright setting. Finished work on canvas leaned against the walls. It 
captures the raw texture of the work, thick paint and beautiful lines. A schedule is blurred and 
cleared, showing scribbles and curse words throughout every note in the week. (If it’s rainy or 
cloudy it’d be nice to get a shot close to the window.) 
There are torn pieces of unfinished work, pill bottles in an open medicine cabinet, and crumpled 
finished homework with “C” and “D” grades written in red. A page of student loans statements is 
left, anonymous as to what school he’s going to. Papers on the fridge show that his roommate 
has left for vacation. 
 
From a long long view, you see the character tired, and rolled over even while it’s daylight. All 
you can see is his back. He shifts slightly in his sleep not moving to show his face. The camera 
sweeps under the bed in a jittered movement.  
Everything goes black. 
 
There are creaking sounds and whispers, growing, the black fades slightly to grey showing a 
distorted background. A crippled shadowed hand reaches up into view, blurring and clearing. 

PART ONE

Elijah opens his eyes and everything is deafeningly quiet, and an alarm sounds soon after.  
 
He hits the clock and goes into the restroom. The camera waits for him outside then follows him 
to the kitchen.  He drinks some water and rummages through food, but passes up on it.  
 
There’s an apparent time lapse and it gets darker. He’s sitting and drawing in a sketchbook, 
trying to talk to a friend on the phone while something plays on the TV. 
 
ELIJAH: Hi Sam how are you? Yeah, that’s good, I’ve been pretty swamped with work here too. 
If you want we could just do some homework here at my place it’s been a while. 
 
He pauses and he is disappointed. He sighs, then fakes a smile.

ELIJAH: No yeah I understand. It’s cool. Have a good night though, tell the others I said hi.

He tosses his sketchbook on the table and puts his head in his hands in frustration.  
 
The scene is cut to him drying off from a bath sitting on the side of the tub. He slips on his 



clothes and pauses to hear something disturbing. There’s streaking across the glass. 
He slowly turns around confused and a little frightened.  
The bathroom door is cracked open.  
Elijah opens the door, and nothing is in his room. He closes it and turns quickly to see what’s 
written on the mirror, “Poe”.  
He quickly grabs his towel and wipes it away. Then he grabs some pills and quickly takes them 
out of the cabinet. When he shuts the cabinet the doors behind him has opened. 

He walks throughout the apartment and every door is open, in the kitchen, on his dresser, the 
closets, the washer & drier… All except for the front door. As he closes all the ones in the 
kitchen and organizes frantically, the entrance door twists and creeks open slowly.  
 
ELIJAH: This is NOT funny Matt! You’re being an asshole!

Elijah hears his phone in the bathroom. He shuts everything and runs in to his room, quickly 
shutting the store behind him.  
He’s panicked on the phone, obviously very stressed. His mother talks to him while he’s on the 
brink of crying. 
 
ELIJAH: I was just taking a bath so I could stop the pain and-and then-

MOM: Honey you’re in college and people play pranks, plus you’re taking a new medicine…

ELIJAH: YES, but that medicine is for my anxiety and it doesn’t have any warning about 
hallucinating?!

MOM: You’ve been working very hard and you’re very stressed, just try to get some rest tonight. 
Text your friends, lock your doors, and leave the lights on if you have to.

ELIJAH: Yeah, that’s a good idea. I’m sorry it’s so late. I love you. 
 
MOM: Good night honey. 
 
ELIJAH: good night. 
 

There’s a hard cut of the camera view jerking out from under the bed, and towering over the 
sleeping character. It sweeps down quickly and goes black. 
 
PART TWO:  
 
The Dream state begins. It begins with glitches, flickering back to the apartment, under the bed, 
and a dark hand running it’s fingers across the bathroom mirror. There’s no talking only distorted 
noises and a strange surroundings. Elijah is lost. 

POE: Lonely. 
 
Something crawls behind Elijah. The images glitch to the background overlay of Elijah hanging 
up the phone after talking to Sam. 



 
POE: Tired. 
 
The creature becomes more visible and Elijah backs away. The background overlay glitches to 
Elijah’s medicine.

POE: Lost.

The Creature stays low and approaches him in a friendly way. The background overlay glitches 
to the torn pieces of art.
The background overlay glitches to the camera view, sweeping under the bed. The 
Surroundings flash and slightly brighten.

ELIJAH: Gasps

Poe crawls around him, jerking around creepily and laughing deeply.  
 
POE:Poe will be Elijah’s friend. Poe will give inspiration. Poe will help artist. 
 
Poe pokes at Elijah’s chest, and turns his head curiously. Elijah sits and sobs.  
Poe surrounds him assuringly.  
 
Elijah puts his hand out and takes the demon’s.  
 
POE: It’s a deal.
 
Deep laughter distorts and rumbles the background. 

PART THREE: 

Elijah wakes up happy. Cleans up his room. He gets dressed up nice and runs out of the 
apartment.  
There’s a time lapse and he comes home. He’s looking at his phone and laughing, then picks it 
up and speaks. He leans against the wall, smiling and clearing his throat. He uses lots of 
excited gestures. 
 
ELIJAH: Hey! I had a great time, I didn’t expect all that but that was perfect. Thank you for 
having me over Sam. … No, everyone was so kind. Really? I’m glad you enjoyed my presence. 
Just text me if you want me over! Talk to you later, buh-bye!

A hard cut turns to Elijah working on some painting. Another time lapse shows him with lots of 
paint up his arms and a beautiful finished product. He sets it down nicely next to his dresser and 
smiles at it. 
He twirls around into the bathroom and closes the door behind him. There’s a close up of him 
washing his hands of all the paint. 
He hears the shower curtain move and his smile disappears. 
He moves it to see nothing is there.



Elijah heads to bed and looks confused for a moment, hearing a creeping noise. It’s dark. He 
turns over to see if anything is under his bed. He drunkenly slides back and onto his pillow and 
quickly, unnaturally falls to sleep.

A dream state begins again.  
The creature stands over him.  
 
POE: feeling… better?  
 
Elijah nods, looking up kind of dancing happily or swinging his body.  
 
POE: Good.

Poe looks back and sees the progress of the day, overlaid in the background. As he runs 
through, he sees Elijah’s expression and him backing away. 
Poe turns violently.

POE: Are you afraid of me?  
 
Elijah nods, backing away then falling.

POE: I haven’t even collected.

Elijah turns his head, confused and scoots back.  
 
POE: Your debt is due.

Elijah freezes up as Poe towers over and sprouts out extra limbs. Crawling after him till Elijah 
seems to have fallen of the edge of reality. Elijah falls and falls, into eternity.  
 
Elijah wakes, tired. Very tired. He looks at the time, his alarm screaming. He’s calm, cold, and 
pale.  
He opens the medicine cabinet and takes handfuls of pills. He sits and draws, looking angry and 
confused. He begins to scribble and the everything distorts itself. Poe towers over and repeats 
himself. 

POE: Debt is Due Elijah.

Elijah calls his friend beginning to cry at first. 
 
ELIJAH: Sam I’m not doing well, I’m not sure what’s going on.

Suddenly things flash and distort again, Poe is much closer. He even continues to stand in 
Elijah’s reality. 
Elijah jerks his head a little like there was a kink in his neck and his voice goes numb, his eyes 
go expressionless.

ELIJAH: I don’t need help. I don’t need you. I have a lot better friends now. 



He stares in the mirror for a while then opens the medicine cabinet, only Poe appears 
screaming at him behind the door. Elijah slams it shut and runs for the door like he’s snapped 
out of it. He can’t even open his own bedroom door. 
The camera, Poe’s view, rushes down the hallway, through the door, and under Elijah’s to his 
bedroom.  
Elijah searches for a way out, his phone won’t turn on. He hears a scuttling in the closet, the 
doors shake.  
 
ELIJAH: GET OUT! 
 
He runs to open the doors and there’s nothing there. He hears scratching under the bed and 
sees a black, boney hand.  
 
The closet slams it’s doors behind him. And so does the bathroom. The camera gets a full view 
and the creature stands on his roommates bed.  
 
POE: Good bye Elijah.

Elijah falls backward and everything glitches into the dream state. Poe rips Elijah open and puts 
parts of himself inside. 

The room is panned over again, things are dirty, dusty, and many drawings are dark and some 
finished work is completely changed.  
 
An exacto knife sits on the sink, covered in blood. His room is clean. His Agenda is empty.  
 
He sits with a close up view extremely ill looking and drawing without watching his hands. The 
camera shows the creature standing behind him.  
 
The Screen goes Black. 

 
 


